Amy Kolis

Telephone: 404-467-4110

In Re:
Scott Davis

On December 19, 1996, Kolis was interviewed
Mark Kadish, Bruce Morris and D. Miller after being advised of the identity of the interviewers and
the purpose of the interview.
Kolis indicated that she had known Davis since college at the University of North Carolina,
however, did not socialize or consider him a close friend until approximately one and a half years
ago when they met at a party of an individual named Jamie Kerr, who is a friend of Bret Davis.
Kolis stated that at that party she and Davis talked about college.
Kolis and Davis then had no other contact until a party this past summer when she
bumped into Davis and learned that he and Megan had separated. Kolis stated that she and
Davis left the party together and went to a Buckhead bar named Bellbottoms. The next day,
which happened to be a Sunday, Kolis stated Davis contacted her by telephone and they went
to the Three Dollar Cafe in Buckhead and then to a movie before returning to Davis' home. The
next day, a Monday, Kolis indicated Davis called her and said "Megan wants to talk about staying
together, so I can't go out with you."
Kolis' next contact was when she was at Fados with her friend Cheryl Oliver. Davis was at
Fados with Tom Elias. During this conversation, Davis told Kolis, "Megan and I have definitely
broken up." Kolis recalled that she, Tom Elias and Davis left Fados; and went to the Cherokee
Brewing Company, another Buckhead establishment, for dinner
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and drinks.
Kolis recalled that during Yom Kippur she called Davis and they went out. Kolis
remembered they met Cheryl Oliver at Roasters. Davis and Kolis went to Jocks and Jills to watch
the Braves game.
Kolis stated on September 27, 1996, she recalled Davis telling her, "I'm going through
some legal stuff with Megan, and that he was upset."
Kolis next heard from Davis when he called her to ask her out to a party which involved
the release of a new CD.
Kolis described her relationship with Davis as "casual" in that they went out together for
dinner and drinks; however, she did not consider the relationship to be a romantic one.
During the months of October and November 1996, Kolis stated she saw Davis in a social
environment one to two times per week on average. Kolis understood that Davis had been offered
a new position with another company and he was spending a lot of time attempting to develop
this new position.
For Thanksgiving of 1996, Kolis recalled Davis went to the mountains with his father, Dave
Davis.
Kolis indicated that in December 1996, she and Davis were at Annie's Thai Castle when
she definitely got the feeling that Davis want to "get more involved." Just after Thanksgiving,
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during one of their "dates," they went back to Kolis' home and she stated she confirmed that Davis
wanted to get more involved.
During another one of their "dates," Kolis stated she and Davis were at Fados. Davis told
Kolis, "Megan wants to get back together." Kolis stated she told Davis, O.K. He needed to talk
to Megan about that. Davis stated, "If you would be more interested in me, I wouldn't want to talk
to her about it."
During the week of December 2 -7, 1996, Kolis stated she was involved with finals at
school; therefore, she had very little contact with Davis. She does recall, however, that on
December 6, 1996, her birthday, Davis called her and invited her to his Christmas party. Kolis
stated that because of her finals, she could not attend.
On Saturday, December 7,1996, Kolis stated she called Davis at approximately 6:00 PM
and asked him how the party was. Davis advised Kolis that the party was fine and invited her
to Clayton Turner's party. Kolis stated, "I'm going out with friends."
On Sunday, December 8, 1996, Kolis stated she had no contact with Davis.
On Monday, December 9, 1996 at approximately 7:45 PM, Kolis called Davis and asked
him out. Kolis stated she was going out with Cheryl Oliver and Natalie Burk to eat dinner at
The Three Dollar Cafe. Kolis remembered she arrived at The Three Dollar Cafe first and Natalie
Burk
arrived second. Cheryl Oliver was third to arrive, with Davis arriving shortly after 9:00 PM. Kolis
recalled Davis seemed "fine." Davis had a habit of bantering with Natalie Burk and this banter
occurred as usual. Kolis recalled Davis drank two
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beers and the get together broke up at approximately 10:30 PM, when everyone left The Three
Dollar Cafe and went their own way.
On Tuesday, December 10, 1997, Kolis recalls she arrived home at approximately 4:30
PM to find a message from Davis on her answering machine. Kolis indicated that she was at her
home with her ex-boyfriend. The message read, "It's 2:40 PM. Do you want to do something
tonight? Call me." The ex-boyfriend who heard this message with Kolis is Robert Weatherly.
Kolis stated she did not return Davis' call until approximately 7:30 PM. When she called
Davis at home, he answered and told Kolis, "The police just left. I've been assaulted.", and then
explained the story of the 7:00 PM assault. Davis told Kolis, "I'll call you back."
At approximately 8:30 PM, after having not heard from Davis, Kolis called him back;
however, his machine picked up. Kolis left a message, "Hello, where are you? Are you O.K.?
Call me."
At approximately 10:00 PM, Davis returned Kolis' call and explained that he had been next
door at the Gatley residence. According to Kolis, that was the last contact she had with Davis.
(Kolis makes no mention of 2nd attack on Davis)
Concerning how Megan had met David Coffin, Kolis explained it was her understanding
that Megan was introduced to Coffin by Clayton Thomas. She was aware that Coffin's car had
been stolen on Sunday; however, she stated she had no personal knowledge of any information
relative to this matter. Kolis recalled Davis never mentioning Coffin to her in any of their
conversations. Kolis did observe, however, that Davis never indicated to her that he was jealous or
upset about Megan dating other people.

